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REQUEST NO. IBEW 1.03: 
 
In Docket No. 09-0263, ComEd responded on July 20, 2009, in part, to IBEW Data Request No. 
2.13 regarding the ability of AMI-equipped meters to detect certain conditions that have 
traditionally been observed and reported by Company meter readers as they visit customer properties 
in the ordinary course of their meter-reading activities as follows:  

While the list of conditions identified in the question (Closed Loops; Fire Damage; 
Meter Damage; Cabinet Damage; Cabinet Glass; Meter Glass; No Display; Fire 
Damage; Painted; Moisture; Hole in Glass; Jumper Through; Bypass Switch; and 
Wired Direct) may not be implicitly discovered by the AMI network, ComEd intends 
to learn how to interpret the AMI reported events into those conditions that have 
traditionally been observed and reported by Company meter readers as they visit 
customer properties… Specifically, ComEd’s new meter systems are being designed 
to detect power divergence and theft conditions by identifying abnormal usage 
patterns. Some conditions will require modifications to the AMI system, while others 
will require field investigations by an Energy Technician. 

Please confirm that this response still accurately describes the state of the Company’s efforts to 
capture data regarding these conditions. If it does not, please update the Company’s answer and 
explain how the Company intends to monitor the listed conditions and others that could pose dangers 
to customers and the general public at properties served by AMI meters. 

RESPONSE: 
 
ComEd objects to the characterization of its Data Request Response to IBEW 2.13 that was 
served in ICC Docket No. 09-0263.  IBEW 2.13 asked: 
 

Aside from the “theft detecting flags” with which each AMI meter is equipped, 
will the AMI meters have the capacity to observe and detect such conditions as 
Closed Loops (Fire Damage); Meter Damage (Cabinet Damage, Cabinet Glass, 
Meter Glass, No Display, Fire Damage, Painted, Moisture); and  Meter 
Tampering (Hole in Glass, Jumper Through, Bypass Switch, Wired Direct) that 
have traditionally been observed and reported by Company meter readers as they 
visit customer properties in the ordinary course of their meter-reading activities? 
If not, please explain how the Company intends to monitor such conditions at 
properties served by AMI meters. 

It did not ask how ComEd intended to monitor “the listed conditions and others that could pose 
dangers to customers and the general public at properties served by AMI meters.”  Subject to this 
objection and ComEd’s general objections, ComEd states: 
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The approach described in ComEd’s Data Request Response to IBEW 2.13 in ICC Docket No. 
09-0263 accurately describes ComEd’s approach to capturing data regarding the conditions listed 
in the response.   
 
Furthermore, in ComEd’s Data Request Response to IBEW 1.02, ComEd acknowledges that 
Meter Readers report potentially dangerous conditions on a small percentage of meters. 
Additionally, ComEd identifies potentially dangerous conditions through reports by other 
employees in the course of their day-to-day responsibilities, as well as through customer reports. 
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